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Math

5th grade math has been a busy
juggle of both Zearn and M Cubed
daily lessons. Students
independently completed, on
average, a Zearn lesson a day with
an accompanying Exit Ticket. While
learning and practicing the 5th
grade skills presented in Zearn
lessons, students also took on the
challenge of M Cubed. The first M
Cubed Unit, The Tenth Street Pet
Sanctuary, covered operations in
base ten. Students added,
subtracted, multiplied, and divided
with whole numbers and decimals.
Next marking period students will
begin decimal operations.

Marking Period One

Mock Trial

Before Thanksgiving break, the
students had the opportunity to
participate in a Mock Trial. After
learning about the roles in a
criminal trial presented by guest
speaker Mr. Rawnsley, each student
was able to choose a role for our
classroom trials. Every role in our
trial was of equal importance,
including our defendant, our
witnesses, our attorneys, our judge,
and of course our jury, who
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Recess

Schooled

By Emery Haley

Once lunch is over the back doors of
the cafeteria open and students
rush for fresh air and fun. Some kids
play basketball, four square, and
kickball on the blacktop. Two new
soccer goals make playing soccer a
great choice on the open field. There
is also a playground!
A couple weeks ago some of my
classmates started a petition to get
more sports equipment for recess.
Currently there are about 2 soccer
balls and 3 basketballs. There are
almost 200 kids in 5th grade and
that is not enough equipment.
Hopefully, the petition will
effectively get more equipment in
our bag.
Fresh air, time with friends, and a
break from the classroom are the
best parts about 5th grade recess.

on the pitching side spreads out and
three people take a base. Then the
captain of the team pitches the ball to
the captain on the other team then he
or she kicks the ball and the pitching
side tries to catch the ball because if
you catch the ball then the person who
kicked the ball is out. If they get three
outs then the teams switch. If the
person does not catch the ball then
they have to touch a base, then they
are safe. Once you make it home, you
get a point! Then you basically just
keep playing until recess is over and
whoever has the most points wins!
See? Simple!
Kickball is awesome!

Kickball

By Amelia Gonser
Kickball is one of the most popular
games at recess in fifth grade. I know
that almost 50 kids play each day! But
it can get pretty intense. I would know
because I also play! Kickball is basically
just baseball, but you kick the ball
instead!
Kickball is very interesting. When we
pick teams it always takes a LONG
time! You also have the waiting, when
you get picked on a team but there are
a lot of people there, you have to wait
what seems like forever just to kick!
The rules of kickball are pretty simple.
There are two teams, one of which go
to the kicking side and the other stays
on the pitching side. The team that is

Fall Kickball Tournament
Mrs. Gulotti’s class sporting tie dye
and getting excited to read
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Hippies, cop chases, tie dye, oh
my! 5th grade gifted read the novel
Schooled by Gordon Korman which
focused on protagonist Capricorn
Anderson. We read, following different
points of views, as Cap tried to navigate
C Average Middle School after being
forced to leave his commune. As we
followed each character, we saw
perspectives and relationships change
for Cap. Some were positive changes
and some were negative changes.
While we read Schooled, we focused on
narrative writing, RACE responses,
figurative language, and philanthropy.
Posters, diagrams, charts, and more
were made connecting back to
Schooled. Some common favorites
among the classes were figurative
language exploration, final strengths
projects, and tie dying! With eight
choices for the strengths project,
everyone had the chance to do
something that interests them. The Tai
Chi presentations were a big hit! Our
tie dying went great and came out
trippy. Overall, students loved reading
and exploring the novel Schooled.
Student favorite figurative language
examples;
● “The money hungry rat race of
society.” -Cap
● “She was one of the founders
of Garland, the queen bee of
the place when I lived there.”
-Mrs. Donnelly
● “With the exception of me and
the hairball-in-chief,
everybody was working on the
Halloween dance.” -Zach
● “I'm not going to give up
because some hairy sasquatch
stepped out of a time warp
from the sixties” -Zach
● “He stepped of the bus and
whooshed into dimension X”
-Hugh

Library

By Amelia Gonser, Emery Haley, and
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Our library teacher this year is Ms.
Mathews; a nice, kind, and thoughtful
specialist. The library has so many
books and it's hard to pick which two
books to check out for the week. At the
start of class we have a lesson.
Sometimes it's about cyber bullying,
internet safety, or super digital
citizens. After we finish our lesson on
Nearpod, an online site, we play an
educational game such as “Interland”
or “Type to Learn”. Then, we check out
books. Ms. Mathews usually calls two
tables at a time to check out books. We
enjoy our time at the library and we
even have the chance to be a library
helper, someone who helps around the
library during recess. While expanding
our reading variety, we also have a
chance to sit in a comfortable chair.
Ms.Mathews creates a safe and
enjoyable environment to learn.

Fact Fluency
Experienced Band
By Lily Powell
Have you ever come home on
Tuesday and asked your
child/children, “What did you do at
band today?” “Oh, nothing,”might
be the typical response! Here’s what
that nothing really is. When you
first set foot in the band room there
is a lot of...beautiful noise! It's like
someone has just blasted sound into
your face. After you're inside the
room you set up your instrument
and practice a bit until it's time to
make actual music. Currently, we
are working on “Popcorn Prelude.”
(If you have a child who plays in
experienced band you have probably
heard the song before). It's an
awesome song! We are also working
on “Up on the Housetop” and
“S'vivon.” All three of those songs
are going to be in the Winter
Concert. We hope you can be there!
After playing those songs, we
usually play a game called secret
chicken! Where you try to guess
where the chicken has gone in the
world by finding which line of music
connects with the notes the chicken
sent. After that fun you go to car
line, on your bus, or outside for
walkers and head home to say that
you did nothing. HA! In conclusion,
experienced band is so much fun!

Basic multiplication fact fluency is at
the core of 5th grade math. When
students readily multiply the basic
facts, they are much more prepared for
higher level skill work. Soon, students
will be working with fractions, more
decimals, proportions and ratios, and
volume. All these mathematical
concepts will come much easier if
students are fluently multiplying.
Try these easy games at home to
support your child’s fluency.
● Can’t go wrong with
Flashcards! Keep a deck in the
car.
● Use dice- roll two and
multiply..quickly!
● Multiplication War- players
each flip two cards, the player
with the higher product wins.
● Dominoes- arrange dominoes
face down. Players each flip
one, the higher product wins.
Students will also benefit from extra
multi-digit multiplication and long
division with a two-digit divisor. Ask
your child’s teacher for extra skill work.

